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The Predatory Museum
Theme presented by Lynn Maranda and Bruno Brulon Soares
The common perception of museum can be found in a series of descriptive positive and uplifting
adjectives such as educational, quiet, contemplative, trustworthy, truthful, accurate, authentic, safe,
knowledgeable, and etc. Little thought is given to the mechanisms employed by which museums have
reached such lofty heights in the eyes of individuals and communities alike. To most, it is perceived as
a place of exploration and learning through the display and interpretation of cultural objects or natural
specimens and their accompanying didactic materials, a place where visitors can explore not only
themselves and their place in the scheme of things, but also the worlds which exist and have meaning
for them. Except for fleeting thoughts of how individuals respond to any museum visit, whether its
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entrance fee, the low lights in the exhibition areas, the print size on the labels and texts, the availability
(or lack thereof) of a place to rest or eat, or some other visceral reaction whether real or imagined, the
public’s perception of how the museum gained its near pristine reputation is virtually non-existent. The
museum is accepted as a given without any concomitant interest in discovering or questioning its basic,
long extant underlying activity.
Have visitors ever wondered how museums acquire the wonderful things they present to the enquiring
public? It is certain that some do, but how many would see the museum as a predator? Would they ever
recognize the museum activity of acquiring the valued collections that are put on display as the result of
a predatory undertaking? It is true that museums are discerning but eager recipients of gifts offered by
individuals who cross their threshold and who are willing to donate or bequeath their treasured
possessions to their local museum. These ongoing acts of charity aside, museums have other avenues
of collection-building which they explore and have done so since their inception. One of these is the
purchase of objects from individuals, dealers, auction houses, or organizations who have desirable
museum quality items for sale. More germane to this discussion, however, is that activity in which
museums have always been and still are involved, that being in the assemblage of collections from the
field.
Even though visitors “know” the museum through their exhibitions and programmes, the broader and
more complex process of musealization begins in the field – whether it is in an African village or in a
South American rainforest or in the middle of the ocean. Virtually every natural history and
archaeological collection in a museum has been built almost entirely through field expeditions mounted
by researchers, scientists, scholars or other entrepreneurs either interested or employed in these fields
of endeavour, a great many of whom were either working for or were associated with museums.
Without a doubt, the same can be said in respect of most ethnographic collections. Most actively
created during the 19th century, ethnographic museums have been, in recent critical approaches to their
collecting methods, defined as “cannibals” (Gonseth, Hainard & Kaehr, 2002). Acting under the guise of
a “human science”, these museums formed their collections by depriving certain populations of many of
their most valued cultural objects, decontextualizing such objects from their indigenous symbolic
systems and re-contextualizing them based on European values. A certain perception of culture, as an
imagined set of stable indicators, would be disseminated in this process of intensive production of
representations of the Other, as interpreted and reinterpreted through European eyes (Jamin, 1984).
In effect, according to Nicholas Thomas (1991, p.7), the moment of colonial trade is the moment from
which emerges the evaluation of the entities, persons, groups and relations. The things that were traded
or given were never completely alienated from the place or the peoples from which they were taken.
Furthermore, value is produced and reproduced in the process of exchange. When something is
exchanged or removed from one context to another, it occasionally goes through different “regimes of
value” (Appadurai, 2007), which is the same as to say that the degree of value coherence may be highly
variable from situation to situation and from object to object. Throughout the colonial period, material
culture was constantly removed from situations of utility or ritual to become museum objects, thus
gaining a new type of value even if not necessarily losing its meaning in the previous circumstance from
which it was removed. The museum, as an organization with its own set of values, devours all previous
standards attributed to things and establishes a renewed state in which not all connections kept in
previous symbolic systems will be remembered.
By prioritizing description and vast documentation as substitutes for the contextualization of the
ethnographic object, the classic ethnographer replaces the indigenous ‘voice’ and knowledge with the
‘voice’ and knowledge of the ethnographer or of the museographer empowered to orchestrate the
museum’s convincing performance. In this unequal ‘relationship’, it is the ethnographer who has the
final word in the “truth” enacted by the museum. These objects and the documentation attached to them
that sustained and authorized the expert point of view over any other were accumulated with the
intention to establish a real “archive of the humanity” (Griaule, 1957, p. 81) bounded by the idea that the
collected material had no real owners in the first place. In this process, the Other is only a general
construction in part needed to justify the ethnographic authority in the field.
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Such fieldwork has been witness to the predatory nature of museums, even if museums have not
always been directly involved. The fact that the materials so acquired through these means end up in
museums is evidence of either work undertaken by museums or supported by these institutions by
virtue of their acceptance of collections so assembled. Whether museums have, themselves, built these
collections in this manner or aided and abetted the legitimacy of such undertakings by being the final
repository, matters not. The predatory face of museums in this arena cannot be ignored.
The dichotomy in which museums find themselves is encapsulated in their dual role, which pit their
collection-building activities with those of knowledge acquisition and dissemination made possible
through the processes of research. For museums, can there be one without the other? Given that the
knowledge base, inherent especially in archaeology and ethnology collections, forms the foundation for
interpretation and thus education, it would seem that the two go hand in hand. Consequently, given that
the museum is, indeed, a repository of materials acquired by a variety of means which are processed,
conserved, researched and offered to the community through exhibitions and other educational
avenues, its predatory nature will remain an essential trait so long as it is in existence. This does not
mean this is something which is a source of pride, but with its offsite activities normally couched in such
“positive” terms as field collecting or excavation, expressions which engender scholarly endeavour, it is
easy to understand why any thought of predatorship has never entered the functional vocabulary of
either the museum or its clientele.
By confronting this predatory face of museums here, we intend to open the path for a reflexive,
decolonized museology that can acknowledge its history with a critical perspective. The recognition of
the cultural and historical implications of colonization have, in the second half of the 20th century, led
anthropology to distance itself from museums by developing a systematic critique to the discipline’s
role. In the 1970’s, when anthropology faced a supposed “crisis” followed by its “reinvention” due to the
historical association of the discipline to “western imperialism” (Gough, 1968; Lévi-Strauss, 1966,
included in Stocking, 1991), museology was going through a crisis of its own in the attempt to be
defined as an autonomous field of knowledge on the one hand, and in the examination of its most
central subject of study – the museum – on the other. With the appearance of new forms of museums
that questioned the social role of the more traditional institutions and their place in post-colonial
societies (Desvallées, 1992), the organized movement of New Museology was defined as an attempt to
reflect on traditional practices in a critical perspective and to reshape museums taking into
consideration their place in different societies. Was the predatory museum supposed to be suppressed
in the process of decolonization? On the contrary, the result was the recognition of its power connecting
memory to territory (Bellaigue, 1993) and the initial step in the deconstruction of its own authority.
In its search for objects and specimens to initiate, augment or complement its collection, the museum
mounts incursions or forays to forage through territories known to provide it for what it is searching.
These territories run the gamut from collecting natural specimens from known habitats, to excavating
sites belonging to previous inhabitants, or to trespassing on private lands in search of the objective.
Yes, museums have done all of this. How have they built their entomological, paleontological or plant
collections? How is it that museums can boast of their archaeological holdings if not in light of a
complete record of site excavations? How did museums come into the possession of objects of cultural
significance to aboriginal peoples around the world? Surely it cannot be the case that all of these
collections were acquired and built through means whereby the museum does not, itself, take the
initiative to build orderly, intellectually meaningful, significant assemblages which form the tangible
basis required for the research and presentation for which museums are known. Representational
collections tend to yield objects of curiosity or admiration, but the truly significant holdings are those
which have been systematically built through the process of fieldwork. Not only have museums built
collections in such a manner, but also they have appropriated information germane to such collections,
which in itself is also a predatory act.
While the term “predator” is a harsh, negative term which conjures up images of animals of prey, it also
denotes the exploitation of others for gain. When examining the use of the term “predator” in association
with an apparently inanimate entity such as a museum, a consideration of the attributes of and
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comparison with the natural world might serve as useful. What is it [the predator] called and are there
any subspecies? What does it look like, where is it found, and how big is it? When does it hunt and on
what does it prey? Does it hunt alone and does it share its kill? Is it clever and does it use ruses in
hunting? Is its prey clever enough to escape? Can it change its appearance and does it have any
special endowments for making its kill? Does it have any enemies or competition? Is its food source
endless? Can it eat any food and will it die if it runs out of food? Such questions can become applicable
to the museum circumstance to the extent that the usage of the term “predator” becomes entirely
germane to this discussion. Where the museum is concerned, it does not necessarily encapsulate a
positive action, but remains in the realm of those activities which may be perceived as questionable and
not in keeping with the commonly held perception of what museums represent. Nevertheless, most
actions whereby museums assemble and build collections can be described as always premeditative,
often exploitative, and in the long run, entirely self-serving.
There is strong evidence in regard to this position. For example, through a growing advocacy in
response to public condemnation of actions threatening the preservation of natural resources, it is no
longer acceptable for museums to hunt live zoological specimens for their collections, but rather rely on
animals that have met their demise through road-kill or by natural causes. On the other hand,
archaeologists and ethnologists are dealing with past and present cultures the descendants and current
demographic of which are becoming more and more vocal in their demand for restitution. This has
become a major issue for those museums holding material culture from aboriginal peoples and can be
assessed as being in direct response to museums’ predatory excursions into territories over which they
have had no rights of trespass and where such trespass is contested.
Much of this which museums are now having to address had its genesis with the early voyages of
exploration and the resultant fallout from the subsequent waves of colonialism. The majority of museum
objects were produced in the period of encounter between the explorer and the colonialist subject of
exploration – the non-European peoples. This production of a European heritage invented in a system
of knowledge acquisition and political domination, also created the imagined idea of the Other as an
extra-European entity responsible for sustaining the dominant cultural identities by contrast. This is a
symbolic process that still goes on today. If, in the past, it was with the possibility of travel that
Europeans created an imagination of the Other from superficial knowledge and predatory methods,
now, even museums have engaged in their own form of neo-colonialism entering in active contest with
each other for the acquisition of prime collections, thus causing them to focus on materialism, inequality
and exploitation.
Since the last decades of the 20th and more intensely in the beginning of the 21st centuries, with tourism
gaining a global dimension and assuming the capitalist role to allow people to see virtually any culture
or location with their own eyes, ethnographic research has lost its “monopoly” on the discovery of “other
cultures” (Réau & Poupeau, 2007) thus leaving to museums only the ability to create debatable cultural
representations through the objects in their collections. The historical re-invention of peoples and
places around the world have allowed tourism marketers to create powerful representations through
their global re-production and re-creation. According to Noel B. Salazar (2009), as images travel
together with tourists, from predominantly tourism-generating regions to tourism destinations and back,
we witness today the “tourismification” of everyday life. Paradoxically, for the author, tourismification
proceeds not from the outside but from within a society, by changing the way its members see
themselves (Picard, 1996 included in Salazar, 2009).
In other words, with the popularization of tourism, societies invite the predator to live inside their
somehow defined boundaries. Now, not only the museum visitor but also every single person is
encouraged to consume someone else’s culture. The constant depredation of one’s material and
immaterial cultural heritage is now embraced as part of the very notion of a “global culture” in a
so-called globalized world. However, what are the ethical boundaries for such a predatory action? Who
establishes such boundaries and for whom? The problem is so aggravated in some poorer contexts
that, for example, in certain Brazilian favelas, where museums and tourism compete for the
representation of marginalized Brazilian culture, the local inhabitants are using the term “predatory
tourism” to describe their relation with “visitors”.
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At present, when access to traditional fieldwork sites now in control of independent “new nations”
became problematic (Stocking, 1991, p.3), predatory actions have to assume different forms in the
capitalist market of cultural relations. In one possible perspective, the over-explored notion of heritage
in its most ambiguous categories of universal heritage or of world heritage ‘sell’ the problematic idea
that culture can be consumed regardless of peoples’ singular identities and the particular values
invested in it. In a world where power relations of the past have not been fully confronted and are yet to
be deconstructed and reshaped, the declaration of world heritage, or of “cultural landscapes”, for
instance, will lead to the most recurring sets of misunderstandings. Even the more recent celebrated
expressions of the notion of museum, such as the ecomuseum or community museums, have not been
able to define an agenda isolated from private interests and political intentions. The predatory museum
is alive and hungry.
While museums cannot change history, can they, in any way, mitigate their role in this activity by
recognizing the consequences and dealing with lingering habits? Is it within their purview to present
themselves as “honest broker”, or has “too much water passed under the bridge”? Where do museums
go from here? It is true that museums have amassed wonderful collections and in so doing, acquired
important information – information which would not necessarily have ever come to light if museums
had not been involved in this form of research, information which ties material objects to human lifeways
and thus fills in an important link in the knowledge based continuum of the species? Can museums ever
shake off or disassociate themselves from their predatory past with present and future actions and if so,
how? Or will the museum, in order to retain its status, ever remain the predator it has been and still is?
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